
TaylorMade Golf Company Announces Release
of Spider Limited Black Putters
Carlsbad, Calif. (September 23, 2016) - On the heels of his dominating win at the BMW

Championship that included one of the best putting performance of his career, Dustin Johnson's

Spider Limited Black will be brought to retail in November.

The striking all-black color of the latest Spider Limited is inspired by the model played by

current world #2, Dustin Johnson. Combined with enhanced stability and improved forward roll,

Spider Limited Black offers a sleek and effective addition to the Spider family.



Similar to the Jason Day-inspired Spider Limited Red, the Spider Limited Black features

TaylorMade's proprietary milled Pure Roll™ insert with a gunmetal finish provides better forward

roll, increased directional accuracy, and improved distance control. Unlike Johnson's model, the

Spider Limited Black available at retail will include a single sight line and a double bend shaft.

Both Day and Johnson’s putters do not have sight lines and their putters have longer “flow

necks” that create a small amount of toe hang per their preference.

Built with a lightweight 6061 aluminum body paired with a 304 stainless steel frame enables

weight to be positioned at the extremities, providing improved stability and high MOI (4900+).
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ABOUT TAYLORMADE GOLF

About TaylorMade Golf Company

Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, TaylorMade Golf Company sells golf equipment, footwear, apparel and
accessories under the TaylorMade, adidas Golf, Adams and Ashworth brands. TaylorMade Golf Company posted
2014 sales of €913 million.

About the adidas Group

The adidas Group is a global leader in the sporting goods industry, offering a broad portfolio of footwear, apparel
and hardware for sport and lifestyle around the core brands adidas, Reebok, TaylorMade and Reebok-CCM
Hockey. Headquartered in Herzogenaurach, Germany, the Group employs more than 55,000 people across the
globe and generated sales of around € 17 billion in 2015.

Over his last 6 rounds since putting the Spider Limited Black into play, DJ's strokes gained

putting: are +11.15, a number that not only leads the PGA TOUR but is simply remarkable for a

player who has long preferred the traditional blade style putter.

Available 11/25, Spider Limited Black putters ($299 USD) will be available in lengths of 34 and

35 inches (RH only).
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